
 

 

BA ENGLISH ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT 

COURSE OUTCOMES (CO) 

SEMESTER I 

 Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN1CRT01- 

Methodology of 

 Literary Studies 

CO1-make use of basic theoretical terms and uses them properly. 

CO2-extend the essential knowledge about basic methodologies of literary  

Research. 

CO3-interpret literary texts using critical and theoretical terms. 

CO4-identify and discuss the evolution of literature. 

CO5-choose critical terminology in an analysis of literature and culture. 

EN1CCT01-Fine  

Tune Your English 

CO1- apply English in both written and spoken forms. 

CO2- utilise English for formal communication effectively. 

CO3- explain rules regarding how words are used and when they should be 

used. 

CO4- discover words, their structure and function. 

CO5- show examples using grammar. 

HN1CCT04- 

Hindi-Poetry & 

 One Act Play 

CO1-identify the concept of drama 

CO2-findout the emerging cultural and aesthetic expressions that Poetry  

Makes possible. 

CO3-analyze minor genres like One Act Plays. 

CO4-explain the rhythm and style of the poems. 



CO5-identify the great writers and their works. 

ML1CCT07- 

Malayalam- 

Katha, Novel 

CO1- relate the fiction with real life. 

CO2-illustrate the concept of Katha &Novel.  

CO3-analyse various types of fiction. 

CO4- identify different perceptive of short-story writers and approach in a 

 critical way. 

CO5-distinguish writers and their works. 

EN1CMT04- 

English for Business 

Communication -1 

CO1- distinguish different forms of communication. 

CO2-develop ideas about letter writing mechanisms and types of letters. 

CO3-analyze various memory aids. 

CO4-illustrate the technique of handling mail. 

CO5- interpret various types of advertising. 

 

EN1VOT03- 

Information 

Technology & 

Computer 

Application 

 

CO1- explain the fundamentals and classification of Computers 

CO2- develop the concept of input and output devices of Computers 

CO3-explain the working of internet 

CO4-analyse the various information transfer and storage methods 

CO5-distinguish the important computer system resources and the role of  

operating system 

 

SEMESTER II 

Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN2CCT03- 

English –  

Issues That Matter 

CO1-relate the irreparable damage of war in its wake, both physical and  

psychological. 

CO2-explain the common biases, assumptions and judgements as well as  

allowing young minds to express the realities without fear of censure. 

CO3-identify literatures of resistance which have emerged from dominated  

and marginalised cultures. 

CO4-analyze the philosophical and practical concerns about the impact of  



human activity on the environment and aims at sensitising youth to their role in 

preserving it. 

CO5-examine the special challenges refugees face regarding cultural  

Assimilation and repatriation. 

EN2CRT02- 

Introducing  

Language &  

Literature 

CO1-classify the different genres of literature and analyse them. 

CO2-distinguish between the different varieties of English used all over the 

 world. 

CO3-examine the various stages in the development of English language and 

 literature. 

CO4-compare English literature of one period with another. 

CO5-recall the elements of fiction such as narrative techniques, setting, point of  

view, style etc. 

HN2CCT02- 

Prose & Short Stories 

CO1-identify the range and variety of prose writing across literature 

CO2-infer knowledge about the history of Hindi Literature. 

CO3-compare the fictional life with the real life situations. 

CO4-develop the skill to read critically 

CO5- develop personal strategies to think, organise, learn and behave. 

EN2CMT05- 

English for Business 

Communication -2 

CO1-make use of their ability to write error free while making an optimum use of 

correct Business Vocabulary & Grammar.  

CO2-distinguish among various levels of organizational communication and 

communication barriers while developing an understanding of Communication as a 

process in an organization.  

CO3-construct effective business correspondence with brevity and clarity.  

 

CO4- apply communication theory in the field of business. 

 

CO5-utilize their critical thinking ability by designing and developing clean 

 And lucid writing skills.  

EN2VOP02- 

Computer Application & 

DTP 

CO1-illustrate the Applications of PageMaker software 

CO2- create artworks and creative graphic materials on CorelDraw and how  

and when to apply different tools and functions 

CO3-design visiting cards, letterheads, magazines, 2- & 3-fold brochures,  

marriage cards etc. with Page Maker 



CO4- applying special effects, exporting drawings, outlining & filling objects 

 

SEMESTER III 

Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN3CCT05- 

English – literature 

 and/as Identity 

CO1-explain  the subtle negotiations of indigenous and Diasporic identities  

Within Literature. 

CO2- find the  fissures, the tensions and the interstices present in South  

Asian regional identities. 

CO3- identify the  emergence of life writing and alternate/alternative/ 

Marginal identities. 

CO4-analyse to see things \ issues from their own perspectives. 

CO5-show the role in empowering individuals to exercise their rights fairly 

 And equitably in a modern society. 

EN3CRT03- 

Harmony of Prose 

CO1-classify the range and variety of prose writing across literature. 

CO2-explain the history of English prose writing. 

CO3-analize the different kinds of prose  writings   focusing on  their form  

And content. 

CO4-apply various global literary themes that appear in prose writings. 

CO5-examine the historical, social, and cultural context of each work. 

ENTCRT04- 

Symphony of Verse 

CO1-utilise the representation poetry in various periods of the English 

 Tradition 

CO2-make use of the emerging cultural and aesthetic expressions that poetry 

makes possible 

CO3-explain the elements of poetry 

CO4-relate the poems to real life 

CO5-analyse the thought and imaginations by assuming the rhythm and  

Style 

EN3CMT03- 

Evolution of Literary 

CO1-define a comprehensive overview of the History of Britain and its  

impact  



Movements:  

The Shapers of 

 Destiny 

upon the rest of the World. 

CO2-explain English Literature in the light of Historical events. 

CO3-analyse  the manner in which a person is moulded by the historical 

 events of his personal and communal life. 

CO4-summarize the rulings in chronological order. 

CO5- identify the life of the rulers. 

EN3VOT08- 

Business Accounting 

CO1-distinguish different concepts and conventions of accounting. 

CO2-explain the rules of accounting and journalizing. 

CO3-analyze ledger posting and balancing. 

CO4-analyze accounting entries. 

CO5-solve final accounts. 

 

SEMESTER-IV 

Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN4CCT06- 

English -Illuminations 

CO1- identify varied cultural experiences through literature. 

CO2-find the ability to appreciate ideas and think critically. 

CO3-choose the best example of prose and poetry in English so that they realize 

 the beauty and communicative power of English. 

CO4-discover the varieties of, and developments within, life writings such as 

autobiography. 

CO5-analyze and interpret texts written in English. 

EN4CRT05- 

Modes of Fiction 

CO1-summarise the evolution of fiction. 

CO2-examine how fiction reflects the age in which it was written. 

CO3-analyze the stylistic features of the texts.                                                                                                                      

CO4-apply concepts from literary theory in the analysis of texts. 

CO5-distinguish various types of novels and short stories. 



EN4CRT06- 

Language and  

Linguistics 

CO1- explain the various organs and processes involved in the production  

of speech, the types and typology of speech sounds, segmental and supra  

segmental features of the English Language and transcription using IPA. 

CO2-identify morphological processes and phenomena 

CO3-inspect the various processes involved in the generation of meaning. 

CO4- apply the ability to observe ,describe and explain grammatical processes  

and phenomena in real life. 

CO5-identify the linguistic data obtained or observed in the course of language  

Teaching 

EN4CMT04- 

Evolution of Literary 

Movements: The  

Cross Currents of 

 Change 

CO1-explain  the development of postcolonial literatures in the light of colonial  

encounters 

CO2-inspect the impact of liberationist movements in literature and vice 

versa. 

CO3-explain the emergence of the various philosophical ideas. 

CO4-find social and philosophical impacts on literary writings and movements. 

CO5-illustrate the development of liberationist movements in the light of 

social conditions. 

EN4VOT08- 

Office Procedures and 

Practices 

CO1-illustrate the meaning and importance of office functions. 

CO2- identify the need for office mechanization. 

CO3-examine the workflow and its difficulties. 

CO4-explain the types of office machines and equipments. 

CO5-compare the classification of filing 

 

 



SEMESTER-V 

Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN5CRT07- 

Acts on the Stage 

CO1-compare the different works of playwrights included in the course. 

CO2-analyze the broad genre based nuances in the realm of drama. 

CO3-develop as creative, effective, independent, and reflective students who  

can make informed choices in process and performance. 

CO4-make use of personal strategies to think, organise, learn and behave. 

CO5-explain drama as an art form 

EN5CRT08- 

Literary Criticism 

 & Theory 

CO1-summarise the dominant trends in literary criticism. 

CO2-apply the key concepts of practical criticism in their projects. 

CO3-illustrate the fundamentals, definition , nature, scope and function of  

literary criticism. 

CO4-distinguish the seminal works of principal literary critics and to acquire a  

working knowledge of  key concepts and terms. 

CO5-interpret a poem, prose or other genres  in literature. 

EN5CRT09- 

Indian Writing in 

 English 

CO1-analyse the strength and constraints of Indian English as a literary medium. 

CO2-demonstrate through discussion and writing an understanding of significant 

 cultural and societal issues presented in Indian English literature. 

CO3-tell the development  and the history of Indian English Literature. 

CO4-interpret the works of great writers of Indian writers in English. 

CO5-summarize the contributions of major Indian English poets and dramatists. 

CO5OPT01- 

Fundamentals of  

Banking & Insurance 

CO1-develop the basic concepts and practice of banking and the principles of  

Insurance 

CO2- explain the recent trends and innovations in the banking sector. 

CO3- identify the concept of risk and various types of insurance.  

CO4-compare various kinds of life insurance plans. 

CO5-identify the types of the general insurance in India 

EN5CRT01- 

Environmental studies & 

Human Rights 

CO1-analyze the social, economic, and political and policy dynamics involved in 

 both the emergence and the resolution of environmental problems. 

CO2- identify the interrelationship between man and environment and helps to 

 protect the nature and natural resources. 



CO3-classify the basic knowledge about Environment and the social norms. 

CO4- interpret the nature of and need for human rights to respond to moral  

violations. 

CO5- dissect the effectiveness of human rights practice on local, national or 

 international humanitarian efforts. 

 

SEMESTER-VI 

Course Code – 

Course Name 

Course Outcomes 

 

By successful completion of this programme, the student will be able to:- 

EN6CRT10- 

Postcolonial  

Literatures 

CO1-summarize the social, political, cultural aspects of postcolonial  

societies. 

CO2-examine the impact of colonialism and imperialism on native cultural 

identities. 

CO3-illustrate the links between language, history and culture. 

CO4-relate the students with the concepts of post colonialism. 

CO5-identify the resistance of the colonized against the colonizer  

through literature that articulates it. 

EN6CRT11- 

Women Writing 

CO1-relate and respond to literature from a feminist perspective 

CO2-find the patriarchal norms pervade in the social and cultural scenario  

and how feminism exposes these notions 

CO3-define how stereo typical representations of women were constructed  

and how these are subverted by feminist  

CO4-experiment with gender issues prevailed in society 

CO5-analyse the problems of women from their daily life experiences 

EN6CRT12- 

American Literature 

CO1-explain the evolution of various literary movements in American  

Literature 

CO2-compare the major authors and their works in American literary  

History 

CO3-analyse and discuss works of American literature from a range of 

 Genres 

CO4-interpret the social and political forces shaping American culture and 



influencing literature of the period 

CO5-analyse the techniques and strategies employed in various literary  

work 

EN6CRT13- 

Modern World 

 Literature 

CO1-summarise the historical and cultural contexts of world literature 

CO2-identify distinct literary characteristics of world literature 

CO3-explain influential literary work of world literature 

CO4-analyse literature that transcend borders and are shared vastly around 

 the world  

CO5-prepare their minds to be flexible, to comprehend other point of you to 

 set aside one’s personal perspectives to see life through the eyes of  

someone whose is of another age , class or race 

EN6CBT03- 

Regional Literatures 

 in Translation 

CO1-examine the modern trends with the cultural, linguistic and social 

 Nuances of regional literature 

CO2-illusrate the world’s best classics in translation 

CO3-identify a sense of oneness as Indians why learning assert one’s on  

Cultural Identity and politics  

CO4-explain cultural barriers in understanding foregrounding and  

Contesting the ‘transcultural’ India  

CO5-survey and analyse texts in various regional languages in India 

EN6PR01- Project 

CO1-asses and adapt literary techniques and creative uses of language 

CO2-develop a thesis and present evidence to support it 

CO3-make use of appropriate bibliographic materials 

CO4-combine theoretical concepts to enjoy literary texts 

CO5-compare the relevance of themes to contemporary ,personal, and  

cultural values 

 

 


